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Hippocampo-septal fibers terminate on identified spiny neurons
in the lateral septum: A combined Golgi[electron-microscopic
and degeneration study in the rat
Jose R. Alonso* and Michael Frotscher

Institute of Anatomy, Johann Wolfgang Goethe-University, Frankfurt, Federal Republic of Germany

Summary. Hippocampo-septal fibers, labeled by antero-

grade degeneration following transection of the fimbriafornix, were found to establish asymmetric synaptic contacts on spines of identified (Golgi-impregnated and goldtoned) multipolar neurons in the dorsolateral nucleus of
the septal region. Evidence from the literature suggests that
these cells project onto medial septal neurons, which in
turn project back to the hippocampal formation. The present study thus establishes a missing link in this circuitry,
viz., one group of target cells of the hippocampal fibers.
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A large number of studies have dealt with the reciprocal
connections between the septal nuclei and the hippocampal
formation (Raisman 1966; Swanson 1978; Swanson and
Cowan 1979; Amaral and Kurz 1985; Freund and Antal
1988). The hippocampo-septal fibers course through the
fimbria/fornix and terminate mainly in the lateral septum.
The majority of these fibers are collaterals of pyramidal
neurons located in the regio inferior of the hippocampus
(Swanson and Cowan 1979; Swanson et al. 1980). There
is evidence that these hippocampal fibers use glutamate as
transmitter (Stevens and Cotman 1986) and that they excite
the latero-septal neurons (DeFrance et al. 1971). This is
in agreement with the finding that hippocampo-septal fibers
mainly form asymmetric synaptic contacts on dendritic
spines (Raisman 1969; Raisman and Field 1973). However,
the types of target cells of hippocampo-septal fibers in the
lateral septum are at present unknown.
We have employed a combination of Golgi/electron microscopy (EM) (Fair6n et al. 1977) and anterograde degeneration of hippocampo-septal fibers following fimbria-fornix transection to study the target cells of hippocampal
fibers in the lateral septum.
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Materials and methods

Four male adult Sprague-Dawley rats (200-250 g body
weight) kept under standard laboratory conditions were
used. Two animals were anesthetized with an intraperitoneal injection of Nembutal (30 mg/kg) and placed in a stereotaxic instrument (David Kopf). A window was opened in
the skull on the left side by means of a dental drill and
the fimbria/fornix system was exposed by aspiration of the
overlying cortex. With the aid of an operation microscope,
the fimbria and fornix were then completely transected by
a knife cut. The animals were allowed to survive for 48 h,
a time in which electron-dense degeneration of hippocampo-septal fibers is known to occur (Raisman 1969).
The 2 lesioned and 2 control rats were fixed by transcardial perfusion under deep ether anesthesia. The vascular
system was first rapidly rinsed with isotonic saline and then
perfused for 15 rain with a solution containing 1% paraformaldehyde and 1% glutaraldehyde in 0.12M phosphate
buffer at pH 7.3. After perfusion, the animals were left in
sealed plastic bags in the refrigerator overnight. On the
following day, the brains were removed and the septal region was dissected out. The tissue blocks were stored for
1 2 h in fixative, washed in phosphate buffer, and Golgiimpregnated as described elsewhere (Frotscher 1985). Single
well-impregnated neurons were selected from 90 ttm-thick
sections, photographed and drawn. Non-impregnated sections were reassembled, covered with agar, and subjected
to a second Golgi impregnation (Frotscher and Zimmer
1986). After gold-toning, "de-impregnation" in sodium
thiosulfate, postfixation in OsO~ and dehydration in ethanol, the sections were embedded flat in Araldite, at which
stage the cells were photographed and drawn again (Figs. 1,
2a).
For electron microscopy, the sections were re-embedded
in plastic capsules and closely trimmed. Thus, only the selected neuron was included in the block. Ultrathin serial
sections were cut on an LKB Ultrotome III; they were
mounted on Formvar-coated slot grids, and stained with
uranyl acetate and lead citrate. A total of 4 cells, one from
each of the lesioned rats and another 2 from the controls,
were analyzed in the present study.
Results

Light-microscopic examination of Golgi-impregnated and
gold-toned sections have revealed a variety of different cell
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In the lesioned animals, a large number of electrondense degenerated hippocampo-septal fibers were observed;
these established asymmetric synaptic contacts mainly on
dendritic spines. In several cases, the spines were gold-toned
and arose from a dendrite of an identified latero-septal neuron (Fig. 2e, f).

Discussion

/

Fig. 1. Camera lucida drawings of latero-septal spiny neurons from
2 animals with fimbria transections. Spines of both cells were found
to establish synaptic contact with degenerated hippocampo-septal
fibers (Fig. 2e, f) and other non-degenerated terminals (Fig. 2d).
Bar: 35 gm

types in the medial and lateral septum; these are described
in more detail elsewhere (Alonso and Frotscher 1989). Here,
we have focused on spine-rich cells in the lateral septum
which exhibited large dendritic fields (Figs. 1, 2a) and were
the most frequently impregnated cells in the latero-dorsal
nucleus. They possessed an ovoid or triangular cell body
with 2-5 dendrites emerging from it. Proximal dendritic segments were almost spine-free whereas distal segments were
densely covered with spines (Fig. 1). To some extent, these
cells thus resembled the small multipolar spiny neurons frequently observed in the adjacent neostriatal tissue. Axonal
processes were rarely impregnated over long distances. If
an axon was stained, it was usually directed towards the
medial septum.
The cell bodies and dendrites of the gold-toned neurons
were easily identified in the electron microscope by the presence of fine loosely distributed gold grains in the cytoplasm.
The nuclei were round or ovoid and always exhibited deep
indentations. In the vicinity of identified dendrites, numerous gold-toned spines formed asymmetric synaptic contacts
with presynaptic boutons that contained clear round vesicles (Fig. 2 b-d). A small number of terminals also exhibited
dense-core vesicles (Raisman 1969). Synaptic contacts on
dendritic shafts of the gold-toned neurons (Fig. 2b) were
relatively rare.

The present study has confirmed that the majority of hippocampo-septal fibers terminate in the lateral septum (Raisman 1966; Swanson and Cowan 1979). Here, we show that
they establish asymmetric synaptic contacts with spiny neurons, which probably project to the medial septum/diagonal
band complex (Raisman 1966; Swanson 1978; Swanson
and Cowan 1979). The existence of such a septal interneuron could not be demonstrated on the basis of conventional EM material. Without identifying the target cells,
one could assume that the hippocampo-septal fibers terminate on peripheral dendrites and spines of the large medial
septal cells. In our Golgi material, we have often seen medial septal neurons with very long dendrites, which sometimes even extend into the contralateral septal region. The
present study does not exclude a monosynaptic input to
medial septal cells but shows an involvement of lateral septal neurons.
Our results are in accordance with parallel studies in
which anterograde degeneration of hippocampo-septal terminals was combined with immunostaining (Leranth and
Frotscher 1989). In these experiments, we were unable to
find degenerated hippocampo-septal fibers in direct synaptic contact with choline acetyltransferase (ChAT)-immunoreactive cells. However, the hippocampo-septal fibers established contacts with glutamate decarboxylase (GAD)-immunoreactive, supposedly GABAergic neurons in the lateral and medial septum. We cannot conclude from these data
that the present identified spiny neurons in the lateral septum are GABAergic. The data suggest instead that there
are at least 2 types of target cells of hippocampo-septal
fibers, viz., the presently described spiny neurons and GABAergic cells. This assumption is based on the observation
that hippocampo-septal terminals exclusively contact spines
of the gold-toned identified cells of the present study. However, they establish contacts on dendritic shafts of
GABAergic neurons.
Taken together, the data provide direct evidence that
the hippocampal input to the septal region is modulated
by latero-septal neurons, which receive fibers from both
the hippocampal formation and other sources (Gall and
Moore 1984). The present findings stipport such an integrative role of latero-septal spiny neurons; we have observed
degenerated hippocampal terminals and nondegenerated
fibers of unknown origin terminating on the same identified
cells (Fig. 2d-f). The latero-septal spiny neurons probably
establish synaptic contacts with cholinergic and GABAergic
neurons in the medial septum (Raisman 1966; Swanson
1978); these in turn project back to the hippocampal formation (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 2a-f. a Latero-septal spiny neuron from a control rat after
gold-toning, x 600. Bar: 50 gm. b, c Gold-toned dendrites (D)
with spines of the neuron shown in a. Arrows label spines that
form asymmetric synaptic contacts with presynaptic terminals.
Open arrow in b points to synaptic contact on dendritic shaft.
b • 24000; c x 34000. Bar: 0.5 gm. d Asymmetric synaptic contact

on a spine of the neuron shown at top in Fig. 1. •
Bar:
0.5 gm. e, f Electron-dense degenerated hippocampo-septal terminals (arrows) in asymmetric synaptic contact with gold-toned spines
of the cells shown in Fig. 1. e Spine of neuron shown at top in
Fig. I. f Spine of lower cell in Fig. 1. • 40000
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagram summarizing the results of the present
study. Hippocampo-septal fibers running in the fimbria terminate
on spines of identified (Golgi-impregnated and gold-toned) neurons in the lateral septum (LS). These cells are known to project
onto medial septal neurons (Raisman 1966; Swanson 1978). The
large cholinergic neurons in the medial septum (MS) and smaller
GABAergic neurons (not shown) project back to the hippocampus.
The cholinergic axons give rise to collaterals that innervate lateral
septal neurons (cf. Bialowas and Frotscher 1987)
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